Abstract
This paper proposes TaskProf2, a parallelism profiler and an adviser for task parallel programs. As a parallelism profiler, TaskProf2 pinpoints regions with serialization bottlenecks, scheduling overheads, and secondary effects of execution. As an adviser, TaskProf2 identifies regions that matter in improving parallelism. To accomplish these objectives, it uses a performance model that captures series-parallel relationships between various dynamic execution fragments of tasks and includes fine-grained measurement of computation in those fragments. Using this performance model, TaskProf2’s what-if analyses identify regions that improve the parallelism of the program while considering tasking overheads. Its differential analyses perform fine-grained differencing of an oracle and the observed performance model to identify static regions experiencing secondary effects. We have used TaskProf2 to identify regions with serialization bottlenecks and secondary effects in many applications.
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1 Introduction
Given the appeal of performance portable code, many task parallel frameworks have become mainstream (e.g., Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [16], Cilk [23], Microsoft Task Parallel Library [35], X10 [11], OpenMP tasks [52], and Java Fork/Join tasks [34]). Programming with tasks addresses the problem of load imbalance by relying on a runtime to distribute programmer-specified tasks to hardware threads. Beyond load imbalance, a task parallel program can still experience performance issues: limited parallel work, runtime overhead due to fine-grained tasks, and secondary effects of execution such as false sharing. Hence, a programmer will benefit from profilers that pinpoint these bottlenecks.

There is a large body of work on identifying these pathologies. This includes load imbalances [18, 50, 63, 64], tasking overheads [25, 30, 56], serialization bottlenecks [26, 59, 68], scalability bottlenecks [19, 20, 22], memory contention [41, 46], and data locality issues [2, 38–40, 42]. While these techniques are useful in identifying specific bottlenecks, they do not provide useful information on the regions that matter in improving the overall parallelism of the program.

Our work is related to Coz [17] and Intel Advisor [14] in predicting performance improvements. Coz measures the virtual speedup of a progress point by slowing down all other concurrently executing threads and by building an analytical model to estimate the speedup. However, it does not address the problem of identifying progress points, which is challenging in a large application. The improvements suggested by Coz are specific to an execution with a given number of threads. Specifically, it does not indicate whether the program will have scalable speedups when executed on a machine with a different core/thread count. Similarly, Intel Advisor also does not help in identifying the regions for annotation to estimate speedup improvements.

Our prior work, TaskProf [68], identifies parts of the program that matter in increasing logical parallelism. Logical parallelism quantifies the speedup of the execution for a given input on a large number of processors assuming an ideal runtime (i.e., from Amdahl’s law) [23, 26, 59, 68]. It is constrained by the longest chain of work that must be executed serially. To measure logical parallelism for a given input, TaskProf identifies dynamic fragments of tasks (without any task runtime calls) that must be executed serially and those that can be executed in parallel. It also measures the amount of work performed by each such fragment. TaskProf uses the dynamic program structure tree (DPST) [54] representation for maintaining series-parallel relationships between various fragments of execution. In the context of measuring logical parallelism, the series-parallel relationship between various fragments of tasks and fine-grained measurements of computation is a performance model of the execution for a given input. TaskProf uses this performance model to identify serialization bottlenecks and to estimate improvements in performance when
programmers specify the region they intend to optimize. By measuring and analyzing parallelism, the profiler can identify serialization bottlenecks that would manifest in an execution on a machine with a large core count even when the profile execution is on a machine with a low core count.

Although TaskProf was useful in our initial experiments, we discovered the following limitations: (1) it did not consider the cost of orchestrating parallel execution, which can result in over-optimistic suggestions, (2) it required the programmer to annotate regions to estimate improvements in parallelism, which can be challenging in a large application, (3) it maintained the entire performance model on disk, which restricted its use to small programs, and (4) it did not provide feedback on the secondary effects of execution.

This paper presents TaskProf2: a parallelism profiler and an adviser. It identifies regions with low parallelism and tasking overheads. As an adviser, it automatically identifies a set of static regions that matter in increasing parallelism while accounting for tasking overheads. It includes what-if analyses that identify regions that matter in improving parallelism. It also includes a novel differential analysis that identifies regions experiencing secondary effects of execution. A key enabler for these analyses is a performance model that consists of series-parallel relationships and fine-grained measurements of computation.

TaskProf2 does not maintain the entire performance model in memory. It constructs the performance model during program execution. TaskProf2 has two modes of usage: an offline mode where it maintains the entire performance model on disk (Section 4.1) and an on-the-fly mode where it does not maintain the performance model on disk (Section 4.2). In both modes, TaskProf2 computes the parallelism, serial work on the critical path, the code region performing the highest work on the critical path, and the additional work done to create tasks. Finally, it summarizes this information with each spawn site (Section 4.1). Figure 1(c) shows a sample parallelism profile that highlights serialization bottlenecks and spawn sites with high tasking overhead.

What-if analyses. In its advisory role, TaskProf2’s what-if analyses identify parts of the program that must be optimized to improve parallelism. Similar to our prior work [7, 68], what-if analyses estimate improvements in parallelism using the performance model even before the program is concretely optimized. To quantify the effect of addressing a serialization bottleneck, what-if analyses model the parallelization of a region of the program by reducing the serial work while keeping the total work unchanged when the program’s overall parallelism is computed. Unlike our prior work, TaskProf2 automatically identifies all regions that need to be optimized to increase the parallelism to a user-specified threshold while taking the cost of creating tasks into account. TaskProf2 does not require programmer annotations. In the on-the-fly mode where the performance model is not available on disk, TaskProf2 identifies all regions that matter in increasing parallelism iteratively. It first executes the program, computes the parallelism profile, and identifies the region with the highest work on the critical path. In the subsequent iterations, it computes parallelism by reducing the serial work for the identified regions while considering the cost of tasking (Section 4.2).

Differential analyses. Apart from serialization bottlenecks and tasking overheads, a low speedup can be attributed to secondary effects of execution. The program typically observes work inflation (or in any other metric of interest) compared to an oracle execution when it experiences secondary effects [51]. Our performance model enables reasoning about work inflation at a fine-granularity rather than just considering inflation for the entire program. We propose differential performance analyses that identify program regions experiencing secondary effects by performing a fine-grained comparison of two performance models: one for the parallel execution and the other for an oracle execution (Section 5). The serial execution of the same parallel program can be considered as an oracle execution. The profiler performs this fine-grained comparison with multiple metrics of interest. The profiler highlights program regions that experience inflation with a metric of interest. Figure 1(e) shows the differential profile reported by TaskProf2.

TaskProf2 is open-source and publicly available [71]. We evaluated TaskProf2 with twenty-three applications that use the Intel Threading Building Blocks library for tasking. TaskProf2 identified bottlenecks in all of them. We designed concrete strategies to improve the speedup with nine applications using the feedback from the profiler.

2 Background on the DPST

TaskProf2 uses the dynamic program structure tree (DPST) representation to encode series-parallel relationship in the performance model. The DPST was originally proposed for explicit async-finish programs [54]. We modify its construction for task parallel programs without explicit finish statements [67, 68, 73]. The DPST can be constructed in parallel during program execution.

The DPST is an ordered tree with three kinds of nodes: step nodes, async nodes, and finish nodes. A step node represents a dynamic execution fragment (longest sequence of instructions without any task runtime calls). All useful work in the program happens in the step nodes. Step nodes are leaves in the DPST. In contrast, finish and async nodes are intermediate nodes that are used to encode series-parallel relationships between various step nodes. The edges in the DPST represent the parent-child relationship between the nodes. The DPST captures the logical series-parallel relationship between fragments of tasks according to the semantics of the tasking constructs. It is possible that two logically
parallel fragments execute serially on the same thread or core in a specific execution.

**Properties of the DPST.** The formal treatment of the DPST is available in prior work [54]. We highlight the key properties of the DPST that are useful with respect to the profiler. (1) The children of a node in the DPST are ordered left-to-right to reflect serial execution of various fragments of the task represented by that node. (2) All nodes in the sub-tree under an async node can logically execute in parallel with all sibling nodes to the right of the async node and their descendants. (3) All nodes in the sub-tree under a finish node happen in series with all sibling nodes to the right of the finish node and their descendants. (4) Two step nodes can logically execute in parallel if the child of the least common ancestor of the step nodes, which is also an ancestor of the left-most step node, is an async node. (5) The DPST does not change across different schedules for a given input provided the program is free of data races. If the program uses locks or critical sections, the DPST does not change across schedules for Abelian programs [12].

Illustration. Figure 1(b) provides the DPST for an execution of the program in Figure 1(a). Nodes A0~A14 are the async nodes, F0~F8 are the finish nodes, and S0~S16 are the step nodes in the DPST. An async node is created when the program spawns a task. The async nodes A0, A1, and A2 are created when the program spawns tasks in line 21, line 12, and line 13 in Figure 1(a), respectively. A finish node represents a block of execution that is in series with the code following the block. In Figure 1(b), the finish node F1 represents the block of execution starting with the creation of a task in line 21 in Figure 1(a) and terminating with the sync statement in line 22 in Figure 1(a). The step node S0 represents the set of dynamic instructions between lines 5-10 in Figure 1(a). The step nodes S3 to S8 represent different dynamic instances of the region between L5-L9 in Figure 1(a). Similarly, the step nodes S9 to S16 represent different dynamic instances of the region between L10-L11 in Figure 1(a).
We can clearly identify if two step nodes logically execute in parallel, using the DPST. Step nodes S13 and S14 logically execute in parallel since their least common ancestor is F7 and the immediate child of F7 on the path to S13 is an async node (i.e., A11). In contrast, nodes S7 and S13 in Figure 1(b) execute serially because the immediate child of their least common ancestor (i.e., A5) on the path to S7 is not an async node. TaskProf2 uses these properties to compute the parallelism profile and to perform what-if analyses.

### 3 High Level Overview

We provide an overview of what-if and differential analyses using a task parallel program shown in Figure 1(a), which recursively spawns tasks and performs some computation on each element of an array. We use spawn and sync to represent the fork and join of a task, respectively. When executed on a machine with four cores, the speedup of the program is $1.35 \times$ over a serial execution. As this program has low speedup, the user may want to profile it.

**Performance model.** The profiler constructs a performance model by executing the program for a given input. The performance model consists of three components: (1) series-parallel relationship between various dynamic fragments of tasks in the execution encoded as a dynamic program structure tree (DPST) [54], (2) fine-grained measurement data for computation performed by each dynamic execution fragment of tasks, and (3) amount of work performed by the runtime to create tasks. The series-parallel relationship along with this fine-grain measurement of work enables what-if analyses. The measurement of task creation work allows TaskProf2 to pinpoint sources of high tasking overhead in the program (see Section 4). Comparison of computation from two performance models, one from a parallel execution and another from an oracle execution, enables our profiler to identify sources of secondary effects (Section 5). Figure 1(b) illustrates the performance model of the program in Figure 1(a). Each step node has the location information about the source code it represents and the amount of work performed by it (shown next to each step node in Figure 1(b)). Each async node has the location information of the spawn site and the number of cycles spent by the runtime to create the task (shown next to each async node in Figure 1(b)).

**Parallelism profile.** TaskProf2 generates a parallelism profile that specifies the parallelism and tasking overhead of the entire program and at each spawn site in the program by analyzing the performance model (Section 4). Figure 1(c) presents the parallelism profile for an execution of the program in Figure 1(b). It shows that the program has a low parallelism of 2.02 and a high tasking overhead of 25% (see the tasking overhead percent in the last line of Figure 1(c)). To improve the speedup, we need to improve the parallelism in the program and reduce the tasking overhead.

**Identifying cut-offs with recursive decomposition.** The parallelism profile in Figure 1(c) reports that the program performs about 25% additional work to create tasks, which indicates that the cut-off for recursive decomposition is too small. The profile also indicates that the two recursive calls (line 12 and line 13 in Figure 1(a)) together account for 82.66% of the task creation overhead. We can reduce tasking overheads by decreasing the parallelism until the work done by the step nodes is reasonably higher than the average task creation overhead. We increased the cut-off point in Figure 1(a). The tasking overhead reduced to 11.78%. The speedup on a 4-core machine increased from 1.35$\times$ to 1.58$\times$.

**What-If analyses for guidance.** What-if analyses over the performance model enable the profiler to estimate the change in parallelism of the program when any region is hypothetically optimized. Using what-if analyses, the profiler iteratively identifies all static regions in the program that need to be optimized to increase the parallelism to a user-specified threshold while accounting for tasking overheads. Figure 1(d) reports the region identified by TaskProf2 using what-if analyses when the user wants to increase the parallelism of the program by 16. In this example, the average tasking overhead is 50 units per task creation and we assume that each step node has to do at least 5x the tasking overhead (i.e., 250) to amortize the cost of parallel execution. To compute regions that matter, the profiler identifies the step node performing the highest work on the critical path (i.e., S1 performing 1200 units). The profiler’s what-if analyses reduces the serial work of S1 by 4x because reducing the serial work any further would make tasking overhead significant. It recomputes the parallelism and chooses the step node with the highest work on the recomputed critical path. In this example, the profiler discovers that it cannot reduce the serial work of any other node because tasking overheads would dominate compared to useful work. The profiler reports the discovered regions and the parallelism of the program and each spawn site if the regions reported in the what-if profile are parallelized. The what-if profile in Figure 1(d) shows that the parallelism of the program can increase to 5.71 when we parallelize the reported region. After concretely increasing grain size to reduce tasking overheads and parallelizing the region reported by the what-if profile, the speedup increased from 1.35$\times$ to 2.91$\times$.

**Differential analyses to identify secondary effects.** Since the speedup of the program in Figure 1(a) is 2.91$\times$ after our optimizations on a 4-core machine, the program is likely experiencing secondary effects of execution. The profiler’s differential analyses compares the performance model of the parallel execution and that of an oracle execution to identify static regions experiencing secondary effects. The execution of a parallel program on a single core with the same tasking structure can serve as an oracle execution. When a program experiences secondary effects, there will be inflation in some metric of interest.
The performance model consists of three components: (a) series-parallel relationships encoded as a DPST, (b) fine-grained measurement of computation for each step node, and (c) fine-grained measurement of the cost incurred to create tasks in the program, which is associated with an async node. To provide feedback about recursive decomposition of tasks and the task creation overhead, the performance model also includes the amount of work performed to create tasks. The profiler can measure any metric of interest (e.g., execution time, hardware cycles, or dynamic instructions) corresponding to the step node.

TaskProf2 constructs this performance model in parallel in a distributed fashion when the task parallel runtime creates, executes, waits, or steals tasks. The profiler updates its data structures on task runtime calls and starts the measurement of work with hardware performance counters when the runtime returns to the program. The profiler does not maintain the entire performance model in memory. It maintains a small slice of the performance model, which is proportional to the number of active tasks maintained by the task parallel runtime. TaskProf2 contains two types of analyses: an offline parallelism analysis that maintains the entire performance model on disk and an on-the-fly parallelism analysis that does not maintain the entire performance model either on disk or in memory. The offline analysis enables TaskProf2 to identify regions that matter without re-execution of the program. In contrast, on-the-fly analysis enables the use of TaskProf2 with long running applications but requires re-execution of the program for what-if analyses. First, we describe our algorithm with the assumption that the entire performance model is available. Section 4.2 describes our on-the-fly algorithm.

4 Profiling with What-If Analyses

TaskProf2 is both a parallelism profiler and an adviser. As a profiler, it identifies parts of the program with low parallelism. As an adviser, it identifies regions of the program that matter in increasing parallelism. To identify regions that matter, TaskProf2 needs a strategy to quantify the impact of parallelizing a region on the program’s overall parallelism. The series-parallel relationships encoded as a DPST along with the fine-grained measurement of work in the step nodes can enable the computation of logical parallelism. Hence, the DPST enriched with fine-grained measurements is a performance model.

Figure 2 presents the algorithm to compute the above five quantities for each intermediate node. The values of the

```plaintext
1 function ComputeProfile(T)
  2 foreach N in bottom-up traversal of T do
  3    \( C_N \leftarrow \text{CHILDNODES}(N) \)
  4    \( N.w \leftarrow \sum_{C \in C_N} C.w \)
  5    \( \langle N.s, N.d \rangle \leftarrow \text{SERIALWORK}(N) \)
  6    \( A_N \leftarrow \text{ASYNCCHILDNODES}(N) \)
  7    \( F_N \leftarrow \text{FINISHCHILDNODES}(N) \)
  8    \( N.t \leftarrow \sum_{A \in A_N} A.c + \sum_{C \in C_N} C.t \)
  9    \( N.et \leftarrow \sum_{A \in A_N} A.c + \sum_{F \in F_N} F.et \)
 10 end
 11 AgggregatePerSpawnSite(T)
 12 return \((T.w, T.s, T.l, T.t)\)
```

Figure 2. Algorithm to produce the parallelism profile given a performance model \( T \). The work performed by each step node is represented by \( w \). Each async node includes the cost of task creation (i.e., variable \( c \)). The algorithm computes \( \langle w, s, l, t, et \rangle \) for each intermediate node in \( T \), where \( w \) is the work, \( s \) is the serial work, \( l \) is the list of step nodes on the critical path, \( t \) is the tasking overhead, and \( et \) is the exclusive tasking overhead. CHILDNODES returns all the child nodes of the input node. FINISHCHILDNODES and ASYNCCHILDNODES return the async and finish child nodes of the input node. AGGREGATEPERSPAWN_SITE aggregates the work, serial work and tasking overhead per spawn site.
1. Define function SerialWork(N)
2. \( S_N \leftarrow \text{StepChildNodes}(N) \)
3. \( F_N \leftarrow \text{FinishChildNodes}(N) \)
4. \( s \leftarrow \sum_{S \in S_N} S.w + \sum_{F \in F_N} F.s \)
5. \( l \leftarrow \left( \bigcup_{F \in F_N} F.l \right) \cup S_N \)
6. \( \text{for each } A \in \text{AsyncChildNodes}(N) \) do
7. \( \text{LS}_A \leftarrow \text{LeftStepSiblings}(A) \)
8. \( \text{LF}_A \leftarrow \text{LeftFinishSiblings}(A) \)
9. \( lw \leftarrow \sum_{S \in \text{LS}_A} S.w + \sum_{F \in \text{LF}_A} F.s \)
10. if \( lw + A.s > s \) then
11. \( s \leftarrow lw + A.s \)
12. \( l \leftarrow \left( \bigcup_{F \in \text{LF}_A} F.l \right) \cup \text{LS}_A \cup A.l \)
13. end
14. return \((s, l)\)

**Figure 3.** Algorithm to compute the serial work and the list of step nodes on the critical path for a given input node \( N \) in the DPST. **StepChildNodes**, **FinishChildNodes**, and **AsyncChildNodes** return the children step, finish, and async nodes of the given input node, respectively. **LeftStepNodeSiblings** and **LeftFinishNodeSiblings** return all the left step and finish siblings of the input node, respectively.

The immediate step child nodes and the list performing serial work under the immediate finish children (line 5 in Figure 3).

Each async node child of an intermediate node creates a chain of serial work. The descendants of an async node execute in parallel with the siblings of the async node that occur to the right of the async node. The step and finish siblings that occur to the left of the async node occur in series with the descendants of the async node. When an intermediate node has an async child, the highest serial work is the maximum of: (1) serial work done by the step and finish children to the left of the async node and the serial work performed by the sub-tree under async node (lines 9-11 in Figure 3) or (2) serial work done by all immediate step and finish children. Hence, the algorithm examines the serial chain created by each async node and chooses the path with the maximum serial work (lines 6-14 in Figure 3). Similarly, the list of step nodes performing serial work is updated whenever the serial work is updated.

For example, consider the intermediate node \( F8 \) in Figure 1(b). It has two async nodes — \( A13 \) and \( A14 \) — as children. The serial work of \( F8 \) is the maximum of the serial work performed by two chains: (1) serial work done by \( A13 \) as it does not have left step or finish siblings or (2) serial work done by \( A14 \) as it does not have any left step or finish siblings.

**Computing tasking overheads.** To provide feedback about the cost of parallel execution, our profiler also computes the total tasking overhead incurred in the sub-tree under an intermediate node. It also computes the exclusive tasking overhead incurred to spawn its immediate children. The total tasking overhead enables the user to quantify the amount of extra work done to create tasks in contrast to the useful work in the program. The exclusive tasking overhead enables attribution of the overhead to specific spawn sites. Each async node knows the cost incurred to create that specific task from the profile execution (variable \( c \) in Figure 2).

The total tasking overhead of an intermediate node (variable \( t \) in Figure 2) is the sum of the task creation costs of all async children and the total tasking overheads under the sub-trees of all children (line 8 in Figure 2). The exclusive tasking overhead (variable \( et \) in Figure 2) of an intermediate node is sum of the task creation costs of the immediate async children and the exclusive tasking overheads of its finish children (line 9 in Figure 2). We need to propagate the exclusive tasking overhead from the finish children because this overhead is eventually attributed to a spawn site and only async nodes have spawn site information.

**Aggregating information per-spawn site.** The profiler aggregates the information about parallelism, tasking overheads, and the step nodes performing serial work to static spawn sites in the program and produces the parallelism profile similar to Figure 1(c). **TaskProf2** uses the spawn site information with the async node in the performance model to perform this aggregation. In the presence of recursive calls, **TaskProf2** aggregates information to a spawn site.
corresponding to an async node if the path from the root to the current async node does not contain another async node with the same spawn site information. Figure 1(c) highlights spawn sites performing significant serial work and experiencing the highest tasking overhead.

4.2 On-the-fly Parallelism Profile

As the performance model for a long-running program can be large, TaskProf2’s on-the-fly mode does not maintain the entire performance model either in memory or on disk. It maintains a small slice of the performance model in memory that is proportional to the number of active tasks. In the on-the-fly mode, each node (1) tracks sufficient information to compute the work and serial work on the critical path without the entire performance model, (2) summarizes the information about the computation in the sub-tree under the node to the parent, and (3) deallocates on completion.

Specifically, TaskProf2 tracks six quantities with each node to compute the parallelism profile. First, the total work \(w\) performed by the sub-tree under the node. Second, the serial work on the critical path \(s\) performed in the sub-tree under the node. Third, serial work performed by the siblings to the left \(lw\) of a given node. We need to track the serial work done by the left siblings of a node as we will not have the left siblings in the performance model when the node completes execution. Fourth, the serial work performed by the immediate children \(sw\) of a given node. This information will be useful to initialize the serial work done by the left siblings for a child of the given node. Fifth, the total tasking overhead \(t\) under the sub-tree of a given node. Sixth, the exclusive tasking overhead \(et\) to attribute the cost of spawning child tasks to specific spawn sites.

Figure 4 presents our algorithm to compute the parallelism profile on-the-fly without maintaining the entire performance model either in memory or on-disk. We leverage the property that the series-parallel relationship between the existing nodes are unchanged even when new nodes are added to the performance model. When a node is added to the performance model, the parent initializes the left sibling work \(lw\) for the node. The parent uses the serial work performed by its immediate children \(sw\) to initialize the left sibling work for the node (line 2 in Figure 4). It has to be initialized by the parent when the node is created because the parent can create other siblings to the right of the node by the time the entire sub-tree under the node completes.

When a node completes, the node checks if it contributes to the critical path under the parent (lines 5-7 in Figure 4). Hence, it checks if the serial work done by the left siblings \(lw\) and the serial work in the sub-tree \(sw\) of the node \(s\) is greater than the serial work on the critical path for the parent, which is similar to offline analysis algorithm (lines 9-10 in Figure 3). Whenever an async node completes, TaskProf2 propagates information in three steps. First, it adds the cost of task creation to the exclusive tasking overhead to the parent (line 11 in Figure 4). Second, it adds the total tasking overhead under the sub-tree of the async node to the tasking overhead of the parent (line 10 in Figure 4). Third, it aggregates the information with respect to the spawn site of the async node. Whenever a step or a finish node completes, TaskProf2 adds the serial work under the node \(s\) to the parent’s serial work performed by the immediate children \(sw\), which is useful to initialize the left sibling work for future children of the parent node. TaskProf2 also propagates the tasking overheads from the node to the parent. Figure 5 illustrates the updates to the six quantities when a node is created and when a step, finish, and an async node completes.

Additions for what-if analyses. To enable what-if analyses, we also need to track the step node performing the highest work on the critical path. It needs to be updated whenever the critical path is updated. The algorithm in Figure 4 omits this information. It can be accomplished by tracking additional information that identifies the static location and the step node performing the highest work with \(lw\), \(s\), and \(sw\) quantities. It needs to be updated when any of the three quantities change for each node.
4.3 Identifying Regions with What-If Analyses

The parallelism profile highlights spawn sites with low parallelism and/or high tasking overheads. The user may want to explore these regions. However, the user will not know whether parallelizing them matters in increasing parallelism. Even after successfully parallelizing a region, the parallelism may not increase when the program has multiple chains of step nodes that perform similar amount of serial work.

TaskProf2’s what-if analyses estimate improvements in parallelism using the performance model even before the programmer has concretely parallelized these regions. The what-if analyses mimic the effect of parallelization by reducing the serial work performed by the step nodes in the performance model corresponding to a region of interest by the intended parallelization amount while keeping total work unchanged. Subsequently, we can compute the parallelism of the entire program as described in Section 4.1. A possible use case of what-if analyses is to allow the programmer to iteratively identify regions that matter in increasing parallelism, one region at a time. Our prior work took this approach [68]. However, such an approach can be time consuming for the programmer especially while performance debugging a large application. TaskProf2 automatically identifies all regions that need to be parallelized to increase the parallelism in the program to a user-specified threshold. Although one can theoretically reduce the serial work by any amount, it is practically infeasible because creating and executing a task incurs some overhead. To provide a realistic view of possible parallelization opportunities, our what-if analyses also consider the cost of creating tasks to orchestrate parallel execution.

Our what-if analyses can be used when the entire performance model is available on disk or with the on-the-fly mode. When then entire performance model is available on disk, what-if analyses can identify regions that need to be optimized without re-executing the program. In the on-the-fly mode, the program is executed multiple times to identify regions that matter. In each such re-execution, the serial work for all the identified regions from the previous iterations are reduced during parallelism computation on node completion, which mimics the effect of parallelization.

Figure 6 presents our algorithm to identify all static regions in the program that need to be parallelized. It assumes that the entire performance model is available. The programmer specifies the anticipated parallelism that the program is expected to achieve, the tasking overhead threshold, and the maximum amount of parallelization feasible for a region. TaskProf2 computes the parallelism profile (line 3 in Figure 6), identifies the step node performing the highest work on the critical path, and the static region corresponding to the step node (line 4 in Figure 6). It reduces the serial work of all the step nodes that correspond to the identified region by the maximum amount of parallelization feasible while keeping the total work done by the region unchanged (lines 8-14 in Figure 6). The serial work of a step node is reduced to the maximum of either the threshold tasking overhead or the serial work reduced by the parallelization factor. Subsequently, TaskProf2 recomputes the parallelism (line 16 in Figure 6) and repeats the above process until either the anticipated parallelism is reached or the work performed by every node on the critical path is less than the tasking overhead threshold (line 7 in Figure 6). If the anticipated parallelism is not achieved when our algorithm terminates, it indicates that the program does not have sufficient parallelism for a given input. TaskProf2 outputs the set of regions that were considered in each iteration as the regions that need to be optimized to improve the parallelism of the program (line 20 in Figure 6).
5 Differential Performance Analysis

Even when the program has sufficient parallelism and low tasking overheads, a parallel program execution can fail to achieve the maximum possible speedup on a given machine. Typically, this behavior is attributed to secondary effects of parallel execution. In contrast to logical parallelism, secondary effects can be specific to a hardware configuration. Moreover, it can change across executions on the same machine. For example, when multiple parallel tasks simultaneously access distinct data in the same cache block (i.e., false sharing), cache invalidations will reduce the speedup. To observe this behavior, two such tasks have to be scheduled to execute at the same time in the execution.

Differential analysis using work inflation. We observe that our performance model can be used to identify static regions of the program experiencing secondary effects. When a region is experiencing secondary effects, it performs more work in the parallel execution compared to an oracle execution [3, 43, 51]. The performance model for a task parallel execution on a multi-core machine captures fine-grained work information. If we construct a performance model for an oracle execution, then we can perform a fine-grained comparison of the two performance models.

The execution of a task parallel program on a single core can be considered as an oracle execution because each task would execute without any interference from other tasks. In a race-free program, the DPST and the series-parallel relationships encoded by the DPST in the performance model remain unchanged irrespective of the number of cores used for execution. Only the work information associated with the step nodes will differ between the performance model of the execution on multiple cores and that of the execution on a single core. Hence, our differential analyses performs fine-grained comparison of two performance models to isolate regions likely experiencing secondary effects.

Use of multiple metrics. Apart from measuring work done in hardware execution cycles, TaskProf2 can measure any metric that is supported on the machine. For instance, it can identify regions experiencing true or false sharing by measuring the number of cache hits in the modified state with each step node (e.g., using the HITM performance counter) [21, 44]. It can identify regions experiencing reduced locality in shared caches due to parallel execution by measuring last level cache misses. Some regions can perform a large number of remote memory accesses due to the lack of affinity between the processor producing the data and the one using it. TaskProf2 can identify such regions by measuring accesses to remote DRAM.

TaskProf2’s differential analysis constructs two performance models — one for the oracle execution and other for the parallel execution — for multiple metrics of interest. It has to execute the program twice for each metric of interest to construct the performance model. It aggregates the information about inflation in the metric of interest to static program regions. Figure 1(e) presents the differential analysis profile for the program in Figure 1(a). In Figure 1(e), our profiler has compared the performance model for the parallel execution with the oracle execution on four distinct metrics of interest. Figure 1(e) clearly shows that program is experiencing significant work and HITM inflation with static program region L5–L9, which provides information about concrete regions to explore to address secondary effects. The programmer can also guide our differential analysis by choosing appropriate metrics of interest and by tailoring the configuration (e.g., by choosing the number for threads).

Which regions should one focus on? The programmer should focus on regions that experience significant inflation with a metric of interest and perform a reasonable fraction of the total work or the work on the critical path. If a region experiences significant inflation with some metric but performs very little work or serial work, then it likely will not affect
the speedup of the program. Hence, TaskProf2’s differential analysis also reports the percentage of the total work and the percentage fraction of the serial work performed by the region experiencing inflation with a metric of interest.

6 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluate TaskProf2’s effectiveness in identifying various bottlenecks (serialization, tasking overheads, and secondary effects), and regions that matter in improving parallelism. We also describe our experience with three other tools: Coz [17], Intel Advisor [14], and Intel Vtune [15].

6.1 Prototype and Methodology

TaskProf2 supports task parallel programs that use the Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) library [16]. It consists of a profiler runtime that performs both offline and on-the-fly parallelism computation, an extended TBB library that calls the profiler runtime, and analysis tools to perform what-if and differential analyses. It uses hardware performance counters to perform fine-grained measurement of various metrics. The prototype can use any available hardware performance counters and floating point operation cycles.

Methodology and setup. We performed all experiments on a 16-core dual-socket Intel x86-64 2.1GHz Xeon server with 64 GB RAM and hyper-threading disabled. It has a 32KB data cache, 32KB instruction cache, 256KB L2 cache, and 20MB L3 cache. Each cache line is 64 bytes. We run each application five times while performing speedup experiments and consider the average execution time. To perform what-if analyses, we use 128 for both anticipated parallelism and possible parallelization because we want the application to have large enough parallelism to obtain scalable speedup on a machine with a large number of cores. We use 10× the average tasking overhead (k = 10 in Figure 6) as the tasking overhead threshold [59]. TaskProf2’s profile execution is 2.69× slower on average when compared to parallel execution without any profiling. System calls that read hardware performance counters are the major component of this overhead. The resident memory overhead is 10%.

Applications. We used twenty-three applications to evaluate the prototype: MILCmk and LULESH applications from the Coral benchmark suite [1], sixteen applications from the Problem Based Benchmark Suite (PBBS) [62], and five TBB applications from the Parsec benchmark suite [5]. MILCmk and LULESH applications were originally written in OpenMP. The PBBS applications were written in Cilk. We converted them to use the Intel TBB library. The prototype, applications, and evaluation data are available open source [71].

6.2 Effectiveness in identifying bottlenecks

Table 1 provides a summary of our results when we used the profiler with twenty-three applications.

Regions identified by what-if analyses. The logical parallelism in all these applications is less than 128, which is the anticipated parallelism for our experiments. The prototype’s what-if analyses identified regions that need to be parallelized to increase the parallelism to 128 in all except two applications. The prototype did not identify any region in convexHull and swnaptions since parallelizing regions on the critical path would increase tasking overhead of the program beyond the threshold. Hence, these two applications do not have sufficient parallelism for execution on a 128-core machine for the given input.

Programs with tasking overheads. Among the twenty-three applications, we can observe that four applications have relatively high tasking overheads (> 10%) in Table 1. TaskProf2 helped us pinpoint the exact spawn sites experiencing tasking overhead in all four applications. We designed changes to reduce the tasking overhead in three of them, which we describe below in application case studies. We were unable to reduce the tasking overhead in rayCast because the computation to determine the cut-off was closely intertwined with actual computation and it was not straightforward to reduce the tasking overheads.

Programs with secondary effects. Table 1 also reports the inflation in total work. MILCmk and LULESH are performing 3× and 4.19× more work in parallel execution compared
to an oracle execution, respectively. Using differential analysis, we were able to precisely locate regions causing high work inflation. Subsequently, we designed optimizations to reduce this inflation (Section 6.3).

Overall, we increased the speedup in nine applications. TaskProf2 helped us identify bottlenecks and regions that would help in improving parallelism. TaskProf2 does not perform automatic parallelization. It does not automatically address these bottlenecks. The programmer has to concretely optimize the regions reported by TaskProf2. It may not be feasible to optimize all regions reported by TaskProf2 (e.g., due to dependencies). We designed concrete techniques to address these reported regions in nine applications and increase the speedup. We also ensured that the optimizations improved the speedup for the available input.

6.3 Improving the Speedup of Applications

We describe our experience addressing serialization bottlenecks, tasking overheads, and secondary effects.

Increasing the speedup of MILCmk. The MILCmk program is a scientific application from the LLNL Coral benchmark suite with 5000 lines of optimized code. This application had a speedup of 2.2× on a 16-core machine. Figure 7(a) shows the parallelism profile reported by our profiler, which reports that the program has high tasking overheads (42% of total useful work) and sufficient parallelism (44.21). The program is spending one-third of the execution time orchestrating parallel execution. The profiler identifies six parallel_for calls that together account for almost 98% of the tasking overhead. Figure 7(a) shows top three calls due to space constraints. We carefully analyzed the program and increased the cut-off points for these six parallel_for calls until the tasking overhead was less than 10%. As a result, the speedup increased from 2.2× to 5.51×.

We subsequently used TaskProf2’s what-if analyses to increase the parallelism to 128. Figure 7(b) presents the three regions reported by the profiler’s what-if analyses and the what-if parallelism after optimizing these regions. When we carefully examined these reported regions, a part of each reported region was serially computing the sum of a large array of numbers. We parallelized a part of these reported regions with the parallel_reduce function in the Intel TBB library, which increased the parallelism to 46.84 and the speedup to 5.76×. Figure 7(c) reports the parallelism profile after parallelizing these three regions.

Subsequently, we used the profiler’s differential analyses to check if the application is experiencing secondary effects. Figure 7(d) shows the differential profile, which reports significant inflation with four events (cycles, local HITM events, remote HITM events, and remote DRAM accesses) in the parallel execution when compared to an oracle execution. The differential analysis profile in Figure 7(d) shows the inflation in top three parallel_for regions. On examining them, we found that all the parallel_for calls were being made multiple times in a sequential loop. An inflation in remote DRAM accesses in the differential analysis profile made us suspect that TBB’s work stealing scheduler was likely mapping tasks to different processors. We explored techniques to maintain affinity between the data and the processor performing computations on the same data over multiple invocations of a parallel_for call. We used TBB’s affinity partitioner that provides best-effort affinity by mapping the iterations of parallel_for to the same thread that executed it previously. We changed the six parallel_for calls to use TBB’s affinity partitioner. Figure 7(e) shows the differential profile after this optimization. It shows a significant decrease for all the four performance counter events. The profile still shows some inflation because the affinity partitioner is a best-effort technique. After this optimization, the speedup of the program improved from 5.76× to 5.98×. In summary, the profiler’s what-if analyses and differential analyses helped us increase the speedup from 2.2× to 5.98×.
Figure 9. The initial parallelism profile with tasking overheads, the regions identified using the what-if analyses, and the parallelism profile after parallelizing the regions reported for two applications: nBody, and minSpanningForest.

Increasing the speedup of LULESH. LULESH [33] is an application from LLNL that is widely used to model hydrodynamics in scientific applications. The program had a speedup of 4.17× on a 16-core machine. The parallelism of the program was 43.01. We wanted to understand the reason behind low speedup even when the program has a parallelism of 43.01. We profiled the program with TaskProf2’s differential analysis. Figure 8(a) shows the differential profile generated by it. Overall, the program has 4.19× inflation in cycles when compared to serial execution. The profile also has significant inflation in last level cache misses and remote memory accesses. The profile highlights two parallel_for calls (llesh.c:2823 and llesh.c:2847 in Figure 8(a)) having high inflation in last level cache (LLC) misses and remote DRAM accesses. Further, these parallel_for calls were performing almost 30% of the work on the critical path. Since these regions had high inflation in LLC misses, we checked whether the working set of the program was larger than the LLC during parallel execution. We noticed that both the parallel_for regions were performing computations on two large arrays. Further investigation revealed that accessing these arrays in parallel is the root cause of significant LLC misses. We rearranged the computation to reduce the working set size while ensuring that the transformation was correct. Figure 8(b) shows the reduction in inflation for all events after this optimization. The optimization improved the speedup of the program to 5.86×.

Increasing the speedup of nBody. The nBody application takes an array of 3-D points as input and computes the gravitational force vector of each point due to all other points. The initial speedup on a 16-core machine was 12.26×. Unsurprisingly, our prototype showed that the program has high parallelism (126.69 in Figure 9(a)). However, our prototype also reports a relatively high tasking overhead (16.6% of total useful work in Figure 9(a)) and three spawn sites corresponding to parallel_for calls accounting for 90% of this tasking overhead. The profile in Figure 9(I)(a) shows two such parallel_for calls at CK.C:300, CK.C:289 (we omit the third one due to space constraints). On careful examination of the code, we observed that these parallel_for calls were nested within other parallel tasks and they were using TBB’s default partitioner, which was partitioning the iteration sub-optimally. We changed the code to use a simple partitioner and increased the cut-off until there was reduction in the tasking overhead. Eventually, we reduced the tasking overhead to 4% and the speedup increased to 13.88×.

Subsequently, the prototype’s what-if analyses identified a region of the code that when parallelized can increase the parallelism to 204.79 (see Figure 9(I)(b)). It corresponded to the body of a parallel_for call at CK.C:675, which performs 80% of the work on the critical path (see Figure 9(I)(a)). We decreased the cut-off to reduce the serial work done by the body of the parallel_for call at CK.C:675. Figure 9(I)(c) reports that the parallelism of the program improved to 169.06 and the tasking overhead reduced to 4.65% (Figure 9(I)(c)). The speedup of the program improved from 12.26× to 14.11×. In summary, we had to increase the cut-off for some spawn sites and decrease the cut-off with a few others to improve speedup. TaskProf2 helped us resolve the trade-off between parallelism and tasking overhead.

Increasing the speedup of minSpanningForest. This program in the PBBS suite is a parallel implementation of Kruskal’s minimum spanning tree algorithm. The initial speedup of the program is 6.45×. Figure 9(II)(a) presents the parallelism profile that reports the program has a parallelism of 29.02. Our what-if analyses identified one region that when parallelized can increase parallelism to 52.5 (Figure 9(II)(b)) without increasing tasking overheads. The reported region was partitioning edges into multiple blocks sequentially. Since there were no data dependencies, we determined that the partitioning could be done in parallel. We parallelized it by recursively spawning tasks in parallel. After this optimization, the parallelism of the program increased to 50.46 (Figure 9(II)(c)) and the speedup of the program increased to 9.8×.

Increasing the speedup of swaptions. This program from the Parsec benchmark suite has an initial speedup of 12.25× on our 16-core machine. Although this program...
has relatively higher speedup, the profiler reported that the program has a tasking overhead of 47.27% (Figure 10(a)). The parallelism profile highlights the `parallel_for` call at HJM_SimPath.cpp:135, which accounts for 80% of the tasking overhead. On examining the code, we found that the cut-off for recursive decomposition was too small. We increased the cut-off with the help of the profiler until the overall tasking overhead reduced to less than 10%. Figure 10(b) presents the parallelism profile after reducing the tasking overhead. The speedup of the program increased to 14.16×. The prototype’s what-if analyses subsequently reported that the program cannot be parallelized any further without increasing the tasking overhead.

**Other applications.** Similar to `minSpanningForest`, our profiler’s what-if analyses identified serialization bottlenecks in four other applications. We designed concrete parallelization strategies for the regions reported and increased the speedup from 6.77× to 8.22× in `breadthFirstSearch`, from 7.17× to 8.27× in `spanningForest`, from 2.15× to 7.58× in `suffixArray`, and from 4.9× to 6.32× in `comparisonSort`. Overall, in these four applications, the regions reported by our what-if analyses were precisely the regions that we eventually parallelized.

### 6.4 Evaluation with other Profilers

To highlight the effectiveness of TaskProf2, we also evaluated all nine applications that we sped up with three other profilers: Coz [17], Intel Advisor [14], and Intel Vtune Amplifier [15]. Our evaluation data is available online [72].

**Evaluation with Coz.** Coz quantifies the amount of possible speedup when a line of code is optimized. The programmer is expected to annotate the code with progress points for throughput or latency. It provides three modes: (1) end-to-end sampling, (2) latency profiling, and (3) throughput profiling. Typically, a programmer does not a priori know the bottlenecks. Hence, we ran all nine applications with Coz without any progress points. Coz reported parts of the program that are frequently executed. When we annotated these regions with latency and throughput progress points, Coz also reported very little speedup. It was not useful feedback as we could not optimize those regions. Hence, identifying where to place progress points is a challenging task with Coz [69]. Subsequently, we used latency progress points in Coz for the regions identified by our profiler. Strangely, the latency profile reported a slowdown for all the annotated regions [70]. Finally, we used throughput progress points with the regions reported by our profiler. Out of the nine applications, Coz with throughput progress points reports a possible speedup with five applications (i.e., `breadthFirstSearch`, `minSpanningForest`, `comparisonSort`, `suffixArray`, and `nBody`). The speedup reported was too pessimistic with `suffixArray`. Coz reported a speedup of 20% in the best case. However, we improved the speedup by 352% when we concretely parallelized it. The speedup estimates by Coz appear reasonable when the progress point is within loops and is frequently executed (e.g., `nBody`). Coz did not report any throughput profile for the `spanningForest` application even after executing it numerous times. Coz did not provide useful information with speedup estimates for addressing secondary effects (MILCmk, LULESH, and `swaptions`). We also had to run the program numerous times to get throughput profiles, which can be slow and time-consuming. In summary, identifying progress points in a large code base is challenging and Coz does not help with it. Even when a programmer knows the location of progress points, Coz’s throughput profile appears useful primarily when the regions are frequently executed.

**Evaluation with Intel Advisor.** Intel Advisor aims to provide feedback on threading bottlenecks. It consists of a survey analysis that identifies where the program spends its time. Subsequently, programmers can use annotations to check the suitability of a region of code for optimization to address load imbalance, lock contention, or runtime overheads. Similar to our Coz experiments, we first ran the survey analysis for each of the nine applications and identified the regions reported by it. We used Intel Advisor’s annotations to mark these regions for optimization. Intel Advisor highlighted serial and parallel loops in the program. We optimized some of these regions but it did not increase the speedup. We could not identify a way to parallelize other loops. Also, these were not the regions reported by TaskProf2.

Subsequently, we used the regions identified by TaskProf2 for annotations. We used Intel Advisor’s “check suitability” analysis, which estimates the improvement in speedup of the region and the entire program. Of the seven applications that had parallelism bottlenecks, Intel Advisor reports a speedup in the range 28%-65% for four applications [72]. If the annotations are within loops and are hot-spots, Intel Advisor predicts a reasonable speedup (e.g., `nBody` application). For the remaining three applications Intel Advisor reports a nominal speedup in the range of 1%-6% [72]. These programs contained recursive functions in the annotated regions. Overall, we found that Intel Advisor’s speedup prediction is useful if the annotated regions are within loops and are also hot-spots in the program. Its use is limited in identifying regions that one should explore.

**Evaluation with Intel VTune.** Intel VTune Amplifier is a comprehensive commercial profiler. It provides feedback on frequently executed regions and regions experiencing scheduling overheads or secondary effects. VTune identified that six of our nine applications have low parallelism based on CPU utilization and highlighted the hot-spots. Those regions were primarily `parallel_for` parts of the code and were not useful in improving the speedup. We used VTune’s micro-architectural analysis which reported that five applications were experiencing secondary effects of execution. While the analysis highlighted various causes for the secondary effects in the programs, it did not provide specific
code regions that were experiencing them. VTune identified scheduling overheads in two of the three applications identified by TaskProf2. It did not identify the scheduling overhead in nBody. Overall, we found VTune is a good tool to identify hot-spots, secondary effects, and scheduling overheads. However, it does not report whether optimizing these hot-spots matter in improving parallelism.

7 Related Work

Profiling parallel programs is a widely researched topic. In this section, we compare the most closely related work.

Serialization and tasking overheads tools. Prior research on profiling task parallel programs has explored quantifying the parallelism in the program to identify serialization bottlenecks. CilkView [26], CilkProf [59] and TaskProf [68] compute the parallelism of task parallel programs and attribute the parallelism to the static spawn sites in the program. Our on-the-fly algorithm resembles CilkProf’s algorithm. Unlike CilkProf that requires serial execution, our profile execution runs in parallel. OMP-WnHP [7] computes the parallelism in OpenMP programs. Our prior work, TaskProf and OMP-WnHP, can estimate the improvement in parallelism when the programmer annotates a region. However, they do not consider tasking overheads. Numerous approaches have explored profiling and compiler techniques to identify task granularity cut-off points in isolation [25, 30, 56, 57].

Improving parallelism or addressing runtime overheads in isolation is not sufficient to improve the speedup. The user has to carefully balance parallelism and the cost of creating tasks to obtain good performance.

Performance estimation tools. Some early tools identify functions that execute on the critical path [6, 48, 53]. Other early tools have also proposed metrics to estimate improvements in execution time on optimizing certain functions [27, 48]. Kremlin [24] and Kismet [32] quantify the parallelism in a sequential program and estimate the speedup that can be obtained from parallelization. Coz [17] quantifies the effect of optimizing a line of code by inserting delays in concurrently executing threads. We found that identifying where to optimize is more challenging with Coz. We also found that Coz reported pessimistic estimates of speedup with task parallel programs (Section 6.4). Intel Advisor [14] is a useful commercial tool in estimating the speedup of a piece of annotated code and the entire program with multiple programming models. Similar to Coz, figuring out where to annotate is challenging with Intel Advisor.

Tools identifying secondary effects. Techniques to identify secondary effects in parallel program execution have been widely studied. They include tools to detect cache contention [8, 10, 21, 31, 36, 37, 44, 49, 65, 74], identify data locality issues [38–40, 42], and find bottlenecks due to NUMA [41, 46]. Unlike our profiler, these tools are tailored to detect specific kinds of secondary effects. Further, they either use binary instrumentation or sampling. TaskProf2 does not explicitly sample while performing measurements (PMU units employ precise event sampling).

Differential profiling. Prior profilers for parallel programs have also compared profiles from multiple executions using expectations [28, 61]. They classify anything that differs from expected values as bottlenecks or performance issues [13, 47]. SCAAnalyzer [43] performs sampling and compares latencies of data objects from two executions to identify memory scalability bottlenecks. They do not provide feedback on specific regions experiencing secondary effects.

Work inflation. There are tools that measure work inflation to identify if the program is experiencing secondary effects [3, 51, 58]. But these tools neither pinpoint parts of the program with secondary effects nor its relation to program parallelism. In contrast, our differential analyses can highlight regions that are experiencing any type of secondary effect and probable reasons for them by examining inflation in various metrics of interest.

Performance modeling. Profilers have explored performance modeling to predict performance on a large number of cores [9, 55] and identify critical paths in parallel programs [4, 60]. The Roofline model is a visual performance model to identify the upper bound of a kernel’s performance on a given machine by measuring metrics such as floating point performance, off-chip and on-chip memory traffic [29, 45, 66]. However, these approaches do not provide feedback on concrete program regions to focus on.

8 Conclusion

TaskProf2 identifies program regions with serialization bottlenecks, tasking overheads, and significant inflation in work due to secondary effects with the help of a novel performance model of a task parallel execution. This performance model consists of series-parallel relationships between task fragments and fine-grained measurement of computation. It enables TaskProf2 to report regions that matter in increasing parallelism using what-if analyses and identify regions that experience secondary effects of execution using differential analyses. TaskProf2 can enable effective performance debugging of task parallel programs. We would like to see the integration of TaskProf2 into widely used profilers.
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